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Youth India Foundation, is a social entrepreneurship platform where the youth from

all over the nation unite to implement their knowledge and skills for a good cause

The organisation is run solely by a group of young college students from over many

colleges nationwide.

Social entrepreneurship typically attempts to further broaden the social, cultural, and

environmental goals often associated with the voluntary sector in areas such as

poverty alleviation, health care and community development. Youth India Foundation

aspires to give the best platform for budding entrepreneurs by giving them the right

guidance, experience and exposure to present their start-up ideas. We are an

organization dedicated to empowering social entrepreneurs, connecting them with

mentors, strengthening their enterprise models and preparing them for capital

investments to help them develop their enterprises by improving the effectiveness of

their business model, marketing, and strategy.
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India, home to about one fifth of the youth population of the whole world, is the fastest growing

economy today. A country where majority of the population is the youth, it is extremely crucial

to have a quality educational standard and adequate employment. However, in the past few

years it has been observed that not only the employment rate has not increased but in fact has

dropped down lower. This is due to multiple reasons, one of the many being one out of every 3

persons who has successfully passed his 10th grade has completed his education to the

requisite level and might even hold a basic degree. In technical terms, there is now, inflation in

the number of such young people who hold some degree and quite naturally it is difficult to

determine their suitability for jobs when there are common standards for judgment and it's

impossible to employ them all. Keeping this in mind, Youth India Foundation attempts to create

India's first youth driven social entrepreneurship platform where we will be focusing on bridging

science and innovation with social service and welfare.

It is our mission to provide permanent solutions to those in need and we will

strive till the very end to help bring about a change.

OUR MISSION



OUR VISION

Youth India Foundation envisages a future for India in which

youth work with all their potential to make their dreams

come true. Every individual's effort helps bring forth a

change. Every action of ours today, will tell a story

tomorrow. Let's all work hard together to write a beautiful

story for India's bright coming days.



SUBHANKAR NANDA

It takes a brave heart and a lot of will to unite people and positively impact a

whole lot more. Subhankar Nanda, our Founder, and Chairman, whose one

great step of uniting the youth of India to bring great change has now grown

into something this beautiful and powerful. Subhankar has been service-

oriented and has experience working on massive projects and has been

leading them to success since his school days. At the young age of 16, he

took charge of organizing a tech-fest called SAITED, first of its kind, and

made it a huge success. As a young student, he has a record of very good

management skills and has organized events like Sai Abhinandhan, MUN, SAI

confluence which had great footfall. He found Youth India Foundation with a

crew of three people along with him and like a mission impossible made

possible grew it to a family of 7000 members that it is today. He worked in

many areas and understood at last that entrepreneurship can bring people

together to solve actual problems by finding a permanent solution. But

sometimes there is no proper solution, it’s the act of constantly trying that

brings significance at last and bring that change. He had the vision to unite

youth from all over the nation to gather their knowledge and skills for a good

cause and to build a social entrepreneurship platform where the youth of the

nation gather to become an organization where development, funding, and

implementation of solutions to all kinds of problems takes place. He gave

opportunity to youth to work on real life problems and provoking everyone

to learn and to solve them. He is everyone's inspiration and boosting the

team with energy!

Founder and Chairman

Brain Behind YOUTH INDIA FOUNDATION



AANIS NARHOLIA

Aanis Narnolia, Co-founder and Trustee believes that we can

make India a utopia with the essence of beautiful stories. Yes,

every story has the power to change someone's life. He has

been doing great social services and is happy to be a lead this

huge organization. He is a man of many talents and has

experience working in many fields and excelled in all of them.

He has been doing amazing work managing various events of

state and national levels since his school days. He created and

headed a start-up park and was the part of the management of

one of a kind tech-fest right in his school days. Worked with

various organizations after that and helped them grow and

moved towards creating his own organization. He started with

four people along the way with the support of people who

believed in his cause as much as he did has grown this family to

the organization it is today. He had the vision to unite youth from

all over the nation to gather their knowledge and skills for a

good cause and to build a social entrepreneurship platform

where the youth of the nation gather to become an organization

where development, funding, and implementation of solutions to

all kinds of problems takes place. He is a passionate writer and

loves to write stories, poems, or any creative content and

through his writing, the way he expresses himself is so

provoking and intriguing! We are sure we will walk many miles

together in his strong leadership and learn a lot from him. His

creativity always inspires people!

Co-Founder and Trustee
People say either be the best or different from the rest.

 Some people prove that it’s possible to be both.



Capturing precious moments from life - photography - is something that helps

you to know who you are, connecting you to your past, telling some untold

stories that remind you of the times and places you've been at. I've always felt

that's my soulful duty. I co-found Youth India Foundation from the Chennai team

and we will make sure this initiative becomes our most treasured and memorable

part of our stories. I have seen incredible potential among the youth I had grown

up with. Everyone was so passionate and determined to achieve goals like no

other. It was then that it occurred to me that the world can actually change if the

youth are willing to bring about a change and that is what drew me the most to

work tirelessly for this novel venture. I believe Youth India Foundation will have a

very fruitful journey and I am excited to capture all the wonderful moments we'll

have together.

SANGRAM SAHOO
Co-Founder 

Versatility - the key competency of the future. Just as important it is to

master something you have a talent for, it is equally important to take up

new hobbies and develop them. I have always been involved in multiple

types of activities and all this versatile experience help me adapt to the

competitive edge of the world. I am the cofounder of Youth India Foundation

from the Chennai team. From finance to logistics, from managing huge

groups of people on a national level to organizing several events, I think I've

done it all. I have always had a special spot for art in my life - playing the

guitar, dancing, painting - I hope I can go a long way doing things I love.

Moreover to this, I have organised multiple events and have worked with

various departments such as IT, marketing, logistic, finance and

management. I have a zeal and enthusiasm to grow and expand Youth India

Foundation.

PUSHNEY MAHAPATRA
Co-Founder



Like RAINBOW has seven different colours, the youth also must possess seven different ideal

qualities such as love, discernment, vision, balance, communication, cooperation and

commitment. So in order to inculcate and improve these qualities amongst the youth across India,

Youth India Foundation hosted a successful series of events for social causes by arranging the

various talent contest focusing on learning, soft skills, logic and creativity amongst the youth.

At the end of every contest the winners are felicitated with the bunch of cash prizes and goodies.

Youth India Foundation have successfully hosted these various events in states such as Delhi 

 Maharashtra, Bengal, Orissa and Tamilnadu and each of these states has subsidiary of Youth India

Foundation. Each subsidiary event went successful and accepted with tremendous youth

enthusiasm and support. Starting with the subsidiary of Youth India Foundation in the state of Delhi

where they hosted three joyful and outstanding contests such as sniff, strike the mic and Fitoor

competition. Each one of these events received overwhelming response. 

In sniff contest there are more than 350 participants took part where they came across with some

mind crunching riddles that engaged them to think rationally at the same time they had to be very

quick while answering the riddles. In the second event of strike the mic, the participants showed

their creative side by addressing a poem, shayari and by singing a song or rap with some of them

did standup comedy to excel in the contest. Moving on the next event, Youth India Foundation

arranged Fitoor competition where participants showcased their debate talent in the contest.
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Youth India Foundation hosted another event in the state of Maharashtra at their BMC subsidiary arranging the

event of strike the mic for the first time. The event was judged by prominent personalities such as Aditya Rathi,the

writer and director. He judged singing a poetry. Another panel member was the famous rapper Eshaam Karanjit

who judged the beat boxing and rapping category.

The Youth India subsidiary at SICSR society hosted their first ever event of ‘CODE.ATHON’ where skilled

participants showcased their coding skills by competing in three rounds and ended with the announcement of

three winners. This event was judged by Dr. Tejaswini Apte, the professor at SICSR Pune and other panelists were

Prof.Gayatri Venugopal,Mr. Kumar Ashwin and Mr. Avik Das.

Youth India Foundation is expanding their networks in the State of Bengal by forming newSocieties to give shape

to the abilities and skills of new budding individuals and groups. Initially Youth India Bengal subsidiary started with

the 10 members but in future more will join the team. This subsidiary also going to host the events in future such

as fitoor, commerce conclavre, comicsville and sniff to motivate the hidden talents amongst the youth. On the

other hand Youth India Foundation subsidiaries at Orissa and Tamilnadu hosted similar events to expand the

network, fulfill the purpose of promoting the cause and inculcate new skills amongst students.
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Team DELHI

Team MAHARASHTRA

Team ODISHA

Team TAMILNADU

Team WEST BENGAL
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Tamil Nadu Our Societies



DELHI 
With Delhi's irresistible and blooming persona and Youth India Foundation's committed efforts and passion, Youth

India Delhi was formed. Youth Delhi is the heart of operations for social welfare and motivational support for youth

around us. It is a platform where development, funding and implementation solutions to social, cultural, or

environmental issues is focused on. A team of 50 dedicated members from Delhi make its core team and it consists

of societies in more than 10 colleges.

Youth Delhi organized various thrilling events such as

Sniff-an online Scavenger hunt game

Strike the mic - Poetry, beatboxing, Standup

Fitoor - online solo singing competition

Shipwreck-save your life through words.

Our vision: "We make, a living from what we get, but we make a life from what we give". Let's all work hard together

to write a beautiful story for India's bright coming days. It is our mission to provid  permanent solutions to those in

need and we will strive till the very end to help bring about a change.
THE TEAM REGARDING THE PLANNING AND DRAFTING OF FUTURE EVENTS.AND YOUTH.



Formed as a direct extension of Youth India, is our subsequent team, Youth Maharashtra. Hailing from the commercial capital of

India is a group of young and vibrant students from over 10+ different colleges in the state. The team has time and again

demonstrated their zeal by joining our quest towards building a community and raising funds for noble social causes. They have

been incessantly working towards creating fun and exciting events, getting the youth to engage productively.

Youth Maharashtra team is proud to have hosted a plethora of successful event. With an aim to promote art and creativity

amongst the youth, they hosted their first ever festival ‘Chitrapat’, loosely translating to film screen in Hindi and Marathi. It was

one of our most successful events as approximately 250+ registrations were received. This not only helped us to explore the

profuse talent within the country but also proved the event to come out as a big hit. The proceeds collected from these events

were directed towards one of our initiatives “Youth India Productions” which oversees the production of films that bring to the

fore, the pressing issues that we face as a nation. 

Various eminent personality from across different fields of life are invited to judge the competitions and motivate the

participants.  

We are eternally grateful to our participants for helping us make every event a huge success. 

We are also super proud of our Maharashtra team for spreading positivity with art, helping the youth explore its creative

potential and raising funds for a noble social cause.

We look forward to more and more bright young minds joining us in our journey of effective social change.
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As the name might suggest YOUTH BENGAL is the West Bengal branch of Youth India Foundation. It is an active branch

under the Youth India Foundation, which is a social entrepreneurship platform wheren youth from all over the nation

unite to implement their knowledge and skills for a good cause. Youth Bengal, through the organization of various

events strives to raise funds for the betterment of the society. After the grand success of Strike the mic, an open mic

event, now the state team is overseeing the societies working under it. 

At present, the events organised by the societies are as follows:

-Danze in- A dance event for showing off your moved

-Fitoor - A singing competition to mesmerize people with your voice

-Commerce conclave - A commerce event to nurture the knowledge of students.

-Comicsville- A standup comedy event to bring a smile on your face.

-Sniff- A treasure hunt event to explore your skills.

The organisation is run solely by a group of young ambitious college students who want to bring a change to the

society via their efforts, each day. Through our efforts, we'll continue to do our bits and pieces towards the good

causes, strive for a substantial change in the state  we live, love, work, study - West Bengal. We are hoping with the

active participation from the youth, we can spread some 'Joy' starting from the City of Joy and spread it all around the

state
THE TEAM REGARDING THE PLANNING AND DRAFTING OF FUTURE EVENTS.AND YOUTH.
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TAMIL NADU 
Youth Tamil Nadu started out as a small extension of the organisation and has now spread its wings to become an integral part

of Youth India with over 500 members and a core team of more than 60 members in various departments putting their heart

and soul in building a society that we are proud to be a part of.

Our first major event Danz-In was an online dance competition with around 500 participants. After two rounds of filtering, Top 5

made it to the live finale which was held on YouTube where the overall and category-wise winners were announced. The

proceeds of the event was used to start a new initiative Kala Tirth- India's Canvas, to support the local artists affected by the

pandemic. 

After establishing a strong core team, the organisation has branched out into nine new societies spread all across Tamil Nadu

with its reach in various colleges and societies. These societies organised 9 spectacular events in various domains with

hundreds of participants. The funds generated from these events will go towards the education of underprivileged children in e-

schools.

Youth Tamil Nadu is soaring to newer heights with each passing day, bringing more lives under its umbrella and doing

their bit towards the society.



This state doesn’t get shattered even after a disaster, known as the sports capital of Indin. It’s none other than

Odisha. Create such memories that none can erase it, Your eyes would be waiting for such beautiful sight, For which

Odisha takes so much pride. A land where the tribes still survive as the history recite. Where the culture is preserved

as a man’s life. Where the dancing dolphins can be seen in the day light in the India’s largest coastal lagoon. Being

blessed with the largest kitchen in the Jaganath temple To the best feeling of refreshment in the eco marine drive

retreat The chandrabhaga has a unique specialty, even in the hot weather You can feel here cold winds. the breath-

taking ancient statue of Buddha at Ratnagiri Is a prove Odisha was never lagging behind in the field of art and

architecture. This is the beauty of Odisha. 

Here in Odisha starts another beautiful thing, The youth Odisha foundation. Odisha too was incomplete without this. As

the famous saying goes today's youth is tomorrow's future, Youth India needs the help of youth Odisha to make the

world a better living place. Youth carry a great energy inside them, why let them go in vain come use it in making

Odisha a better place. Being born unique, do something unique in this small allowance of time. Help some needy by

being with us count your blessings and polish your experiences which you would need for your life ahead.
THE TEAM REGARDING THE PLANNING AND DRAFTING OF FUTURE EVENTS.AND YOUTH.

ODISHA 



YOUTH INDIA OUTREACH: 

AN INITIATIVE BY YOUTH INDIA FOUNDATION 

A flood relief drive was organized to assist one thousand flood-affected people living in Dharmasala

The 'GREEN YATRA' event

Youth India Outreach is an initiative by the Youth India Foundation that revolves around the idea of kindness and

compassion towards the society.

The team aims at reaching every nook and corner of the nation to bring the change every individual aspires.

"A brave, frank, clean-hearted, courageous, and aspiring youth is the only foundation on which the future nation

can be built. "

- Swami Vivekananda

Currently, 12 states have an outreach team under Youth India Foundation, that have been working to bring

together the youth to embark and promote social work. Namely, the states of Delhi, Himachal Pradesh, Punjab,

Maharashtra, Assam, Uttar Pradesh, Odisha, Madhya Pradesh, West Bengal, Tamil Nadu, Chhattisgarh, and

Karnataka have an outreach team. And some of the work by these amazing outreach teams is mentioned below:

Odisha Chapter

Odisha Outreach Team has taken an initiative to contribute towards a lot of charity work.



 From reel to real with Ishani Mitra is being organized where the participants will get a chance to interact with

 Another virtual stand-up comedy show was organized.

The team organized a fun event, letting the artists out there to showcase their artistic skills, FELICIA.

The team organized a webinar in collaboration with Festa on ' Strategies on how to crack UPSC exams ' which

turned out to be fruitful for the aspirants.

 A webinar was organized in collaboration with IGMC Shimla on adolescents’ health.

 A tree plantation drive was organized in three phases to make the environment cleaner and greener.

A webinar on plantation techniques

Maharashtra Chapter

Maharashtra outreach team promoted charity engulfed in the form of fun events.

blogger and content creator Ishani Mitra.

Assam Chapter

The Assam outreach team is constantly working to brighten up the lives of the underprivileged ones.

Delhi Chapter

Competition all around and no one to guide is one of the major issues which may shatter innumerable dreams.

.

 Himachal Pradesh Chapter

With the purpose of uniting the youth to bring the change this world needs, the Himachal Pradesh outreach team has

addressed various issues across the state and is working every possible bit tofind solutions to the challenges faced by

the youth.

"WE CANNOT ALWAYS BUILD THE FUTURE FOR OUR YOUTH BUT WE CAN BUILD OUR YOUTH FOR THE  FUTURE. "

- SWAMI VIVEKANANDA



Our INITIATIVES

YOUR FRIEND

E-SCHOOLE-COMMERCE

MEDIA PRODUCTION HOUSE



YOUR FRIEND

Remember: YOU ARE NOT ALONE WE ARE LISTENING #ALLEARSALWAYS

Your Friend is our first social enterprise initiative of its own kind focusing on the

mental health of people, which has become a serious and a major issue in the

recent world. It is India's first online student-run mental health platform where

people of any age can evocate help. In simpler words, it's a place where one can

bring in any issue that's bothering them and talk about it with a trained team of

representatives and mental health personnel.

Your Friend has made some significant contributions towards the public,

especially during the Mental Health Month of May, spreading awareness about

Depression, Anxiety and Obsessive Compulsive Disorder. We also collaborated

with a newly found-upcoming, youth based club of SRM Institute of Science and

Technology called Bio-Com. We conducted a Mental Health awareness session

along with one of their therapists addressing the public's mental health queries.



The E-Commerce platform is a unique nitiative by the Youth India

Foundation, meant to provide job opportunities for every person of

the society and promote the sale of home-made artisanal,m

utilitarian and consumable products. The main goal of this project is

to provide an online market for low income households that thrive

on selling homemade products, and provide scale to their business.

These products can be marketed as cultural and authentic as well

as socially responsible and environmentally sustainable.

The aim of the project is t provide an online platform to home based

industries, ultimately leading to the benefit of low income

households in everything between and including urban and tribal

areas. The project has huge potential to flourish nationwide and has

great commercial viability. It is unique in its way of conducting

social entrepreneurship and creates a more sustainable

environment for home businesses. It is also socially conscious due

to its target seller demographic and its contribution to the Youth

India Foundation. With our efficient management and diligent

strategising, the e-commerce platform will surely earn us a good

name in the e-commerce industry as well as help support our future

initiatives financially.

E-COMMERCE



The very own, independent initiative led by the Youth India Foundation is the brand-new

Youth India Media House. This initiative aims to be the very first youth led Media House

of the country. A vast country like India is brimming with incidents that demand to be

reported. Often, we find the mainstream media houses prioritizing one news over the

other. Youth India Media House envisions to report the crude and real news straight to

the people of our nation. This is because our people constitute the largest democracy

in the world. The social incidents which are left unnoticed shall now be voiced through

this emerging platform. 

With each passing day, we are striving to progress towards a better and developed

nation. This soon to be functioning media house led by the young generation definitely

aims to solidify the foundation on which our strong nation shall thrive. The numerous

social issues shall be addressed without the fear of being snuffed out. Thus, the people

hereat Youth India Media House pledge to bring the unsung tales to light and let our

fellow countrymates decide their fate.

MEDIA PRODUCTION HOUSE



Youth India Foundation E-School has been working towards the

betterment of the society by honouring the education every child needs.

The goal of the organisation is to provide study material with support,

guidance and concept learning to Under-privileged students of the

society which would help them climb the stairs of success.

Youth India Foundation E-School has been keen to give one-to-one study

guidance by E-tuitions. The introduction of E-tuitions has phenomenally

improved the performance of students as depth learning of concepts and

more practice is provided to the students. With this, the moral support

and encouragement of the E-school Teachers brings positive vibes and

motivation which also helps the students keep a clear mind.

Further, the E-content Study Material that is the notes and question banks

are provided to the students. The concepts in a crisp manner help the

students grasp the concept more and thus, helping build the basic

foundation for any subject-matter learning. It has been said that the more

languages one learns, the sharper his/her for brain becomes. YIF E-

school has introduced a Foreign Language Guidance via E-tuitions and E-

content for FRENCH. Pronunciation, grammar and writing skills matter the

most when learning a new language and YIF E-school is providing,the

platform for the under-privileged students to learn the same.

E-SCHOOL



Kala Tirth is an initiative by Youth Tamil Nadu, which will be providing a platform, in the

form of a website allowing artists from all over the country to register for free on a

trial basis and with a basic free plan provision where they will be putting their

art/artwork for sale on the website. We intend to spread our roots starting from art to

crafts from all across the country as well. We want to create a smooth experience for

the buyer as well by providing all related details in a very systematic manner. This

website would also facilitate art auctions twice a month, where buyers can bid their

prices to purchase the respective artwork.

We hope to bring back the slowly lost art community and reestablish its importance

by organizing weekly webinars with world renowned artists from the community and

enlighten art enthusiasts. Along with the website the social media platforms will also

help market local artists work in turn support them. Currently, team of 25 members

from various parts of the country with different cultural backgrounds. We wish to help

the artists who suffered from this pandemic and extend our support to maximum

number of people!

KALATIRTH



LINKEDIN

Youth India Foundation

FACEBOOK

Youth India Foundation

INSTAGRAM

@youthindiafoundation

YOUTUBE

Youth India Foundation

FOLLOW US

TWITTER

@YouthIndia_FDN



Work with us

WEBSITE

www.youthindiafoundation.com

CONTACT NUMBER

+91 7978627072/9090907901

EMAIL

contacus@youthindiafoundation.com


